1. The Conference standing will be determined by Conference records.
A. Conference ties will go to a three person shootout (if still tied after the 8-minute overtime session)
but only for conference standings, with a regulation or overtime win being worth three points, a
shootout win worth two points, a shootout loss worth one point and a regulation or overtime loss worth
zero points. From WIAA Regulations (For regular season games an alternate tiebreaking procedure may
be determined by the host school. However, any hockey game where an alternate tie-breaking
procedure is used (not including a sudden-victory during an eight-minute NFHS overtime period) is to be
listed as a tie on a team's season record.
2. The shootout procedure shall be as follows:
A. There will be a 2-minute intermission following the end of the overtime session.
B. The goalkeepers remain on the same end as in the overtime session.
C. The ice will not be resurfaced.
D. Each coach will provide the referee a list of three shooters for the three-round shootout.
E. The home team has the option of shooting first or second. This choice will be the order for every
round.
F. Once a winner is determined, any remaining shootout attempts are not taken (Example: Team A
leads 2-0 after each team has had two shooters. The shootout is ended and the third round of shots are
not taken).
G. If the shootout is tied after the initial three-round shootout, each team will provide one shooter who
did not participate in any previous round. This will be repeated until one team scores and the other
does not in a given round.
H. Players with penalty time remaining after overtime, given a game disqualification or a game
misconduct are ineligible to participate.
I. If one team exhausts all eligible skaters and the shootout winner is not determined after a given
round, both teams shall be considered to have all eligible skaters available for a second attempt. Repeat
if line-ups are exhausted twice, etc.
J. All other penalty shot rules still apply.
K. Goals scored and saves in the shootout are not reflected in the conference statistics. Goalies are
credited with a tie.

